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Welcome to

Drive footfall

Increase spend  

Add new custom

Generate repeat business
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Following the popularity of Pokémon GO, TAKKARA is a collectors’ card game with a difference.  
Encouraging customers to come back, explore the local area to uncover special character cards 
every time you visit your shop, café or restaurant. An adventure-seeker’s paradise, our  specially-
devised quest is guaranteed to entertain all the family, as well as encouraging the next  generation 

of shoppers to discover the gems of their local high street.

A ‘thank you’ that rewards Consumers who support their local High Street
A way of increasing footfall
A tool to leverage direct spending in the local economy
Rewarding online spend with FREE Takkara cards only available in store

Post-COVID19

RECOVERY TOOL

BENEFITS OF TAKKARA CARDS
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How it Works
The amount of spend to get each free 
pack will be set locally 

You will be supplied with supplies of packs that you can give out to 
customers when they spend the required amount in your outlet

Each pack has 3 cards in them

You will have posters, till toppers and stickers to promote 
that you are part of the Takkara promotion

You will also get collector sheets that can be given out so 
that collectors can tick the cards off that they have

If you are running low let your local Takkara 
organiser know (usually BID manager)
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The FREE Takkara starter pack 
contains everything you need to get 

your promotion up and running.

Hiding in the shadows, Dark Blade 
doesn’t miss a trick, plunging into 

action only when you least expect it!

POWER

78
STRENGTH

SECRET 
WEAPONS

64
HEALTH

80

Speed 
demon
Fearless

Brazilian 
Jiu-Jitsu
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www.TAKKARACARDS.co.uk

Ask in store for more 
information

FREE pack when you spend over £

Branded promotional material for each outlet –  
posters and point of sale
FREE  boxes of cards for you to give to your customer 
every month*
Images and artwork for social media use or on your 
website

EVERY 
BUSINESS GETS

*If you need more, it costs just £11.25 per box of 25 extra packs.
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You’re In Full Control

Who you give cards to

How much many want to give:
- a cap on the number of customers rewarded i.e.  
the FREE packs, “once there gone there gone” or
- Buying in extra packs

if you want to restrict the rewards  to between given 
dates and times

to link the rewards to the purchase  of specific 
goods or services*

*However, we suggest you keep it a simple as possible for the customer

You decide...
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A measurable return on 
investment

You agree the minimum spend and the  rewards given.

No sale. No give away. You only give packs when 
customers make a qualifying purchase.

No cost to you*.

No long term contract - opt in or out at any time*

*Unless you buy more packs

Know the cost of customer acquisition and 
easily measure your ROI.

Easily measure how the solution drives new or 
repeat customers.
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What are the cards like?
Our cards are crafted from high quality card, with a thickness  
of 275gsm and a high gloss finish.

Who are on the cards?
Our in-house designer has expertly created an amazing cast  
of original characters. Each  member of the gang has a set of 
unique powers, scoring them for power, strength and health.

How many cards are in the set?
Depending on how many outlets are participating in the  
promotion we will provide a minimum of  characters 50 per 
season.

How will I know if I have a rare card?
Children who are keen collectors will know that certain cards  
are more common than others. You will know if you have a rare 
or super-rare card by engaging in collecting and  swapping 
with your friends.

For how long will the cards be available?
A season typically runs for around six months.

Frequently Asked Questions

How much do I have to spend to receive a card?
Organisers have the power to set a minimum spend per retailer  
if required. We advise setting the minimum amount at a few 
££, say £5

Does each outlet have a variety of cards for customers?
Yes, all participants in the promotion will be provided with a 
selection of cards to distribute. These will be chosen at random 
and packaged to ensure the contents are hidden from view.

Can schools, groups and larger parties get involved?
Of course! We encourage 
all  communities to 
participate in collecting the 
cards around their local 
town or high street. 

Groups could be inspired
to offer a prize for its first 
member to collect all of the
cards in the set.
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Don’t be fooled by this cute 
kitty. She has killer instinct in 
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A businessman in disguise, 
this slippery shark’s bark 
really is as bad as his bite. 

Don’t cross him or you might 
just feel its sharpness.
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LAUNCHED 
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play@TAKKARACARDS.com
www.TAKKARACARDS.com

WHAT NEXT?
To Sign up for the first Season contact your local organiser.


